The effect of light on our sleep/wake cycle

by Luc Schlangen, principal scientist at Philips
Executive summary

Evolution has shaped us to live in much more light than our modern indoor life gives us. We generally need most light in the morning and during the day, less in the evening, and the least possible at night. Ideally, this implies getting outside as much as possible during daytime, along with improved (24-hour) control of indoor lighting systems, so that we sleep better and wake up refreshed.

In our modern society, many of us are sleep deprived. Instead of the eight hours a night that a lot of us need, we now get an average of around six and a half. That is just not enough. Tiredness is linked to a huge number of psychological effects: stress and mistakes as well as poor judgment, memory, concentration, attention and creativity. There are also links with medical effects: excessive use of drugs and stimulants, obesity, lower immunity and even increased rates of type-2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease and cancer.

One of the most exciting areas of current scientific research on the human body concerns the effect of light on our circadian (daily) cycles. Progress accelerated since 2000, when researchers discovered a new type of photoreceptor in the eye, one which powerfully regulates our sleep/wake cycle. Via this photoreceptor, light resets our body clock, which prompts our body and organs to carry out their required functions at any time of day. Light, health and well-being are all strongly linked to a good sleep/wake cycle, and a disrupted sleep/wake rhythm can have huge impact on our functioning and health. There appears to be a strong relation between compromised sleep and mental illnesses like depression, schizophrenia and bipolar disorder.

The following research findings on the influence of light on our sleep/wake cycle are particularly noteworthy:

1. Production of melatonin, the hormone that helps to induce sleepiness and that regulates our sleep/wake cycle, is directly impacted by light. Not only natural light but also artificial light.
2. By itself, our natural body clock typically runs with an average period of 24 hours and 15 to 30 minutes longer than our artificial 24-hour clocks. Unless reset, this will make us want to go to bed later causing us to be more dependent on our alarm clocks in the morning.
3. Light with the right quality and timing can reset the half-hour lag and re-synchronize our body clock with our artificial 24-hour clocks.
4. Morning light is very powerful in adjusting our body clock and artificial light that mimics bright daylight is highly effective at regulating and synchronizing our sleep/wake cycle.
5. Light is key to overcoming both jet lag and “social jet lag” (the “Monday morning blues” feeling).
6. Light influences our mood and reinforces a good sleep/wake cycle, thus contributing to our overall health and well-being.

This White paper highlights some of the research from Philips and others on circadian cycles, and in blue text boxes gives some practical guidance to light, health and well-being.
Evolution has adapted us to outdoor light, and natural outdoor light levels are far above our normal indoor light conditions (Figure 1). Even though a sunny day outdoors gives 100,000 lux, a very dull, cloudy and rainy day still gives 2,000 lux. Indoors, though, light levels are generally a quarter of that or less. Besides affecting how well we can see, lighting levels have a fundamental effect on our sleep/wake cycles.

Critical to our sleep/wake cycle is melatonin, a hormone that promotes sleep. Normally, we only produce melatonin at night, in the dark, and it tells our body that now is the best time to sleep. During melatonin secretion we feel sleepy, fall asleep quickly, wake least, and get uninterrupted sleep. Exactly how long we sleep depends on the circumstances: it may be eight hours, and sometimes more or less.

When your habitual sleep is at night, daytime melatonin levels are below the detection threshold: when you are active there is normally no melatonin and you feel less sleepy. You can feel sleepy in the daytime too, of course, and so melatonin is not the only thing regulating alertness — how long you’ve been awake also matters. However, without melatonin in daytime, it is hard to sleep through and get back to sleep after waking.

Our melatonin hormone level also regulates our body temperature. High levels of melatonin cause a drop in the core body temperature — the temperature of our internal organs. This change in body temperature is relatively small, only a few tenths of a degree C, but it is very well defined. It oscillates once every 24 hours with a minimum at night (Figure 2).

The red triangle in Figure 2 shows the minimum core body temperature, when melatonin secretion is at its peak — typically about two hours before your regular rise time. This minimum core body temperature signals the state of the body clock. It is also the point where we have the least ability to perform well, and the point of our lowest alertness, cognitive performance and motivation. Our performance is also compromised just after we rise in the morning, until we get rid of our sleep inertia and are fully ready for action. We are of course able to overrule feelings of sleepiness – here and elsewhere we can overrule what the body is telling us.
2. The body’s internal clock

If people are left in an environment where there is no external light (during the polar winter, or in a cave underground for example) and allowed to get up and go to bed when they want, their sleep-wake cycle runs autonomously with a period that, in most individuals, lasts slightly longer than 24 hours. Our internal clock and so our sleep period, left to itself without any external time cues, rotates clockwise each day by about ¼ to ½ hour (Figure 3). How much actually depends on the individual, and for some it can even rotate counterclockwise.

After spending 24 days in darkness, a clockwise rotation of ¼ hour per day results in a schedule that is reversed, so we would be asleep during the day and awake at night. How bad are the effects of this? It depends what we want to do. Some people do actually prefer to live at night, but with families and other social obligations it is then not easy to live a normal life.

Thrown back into the normal world again after these 24 days, we would experience the equivalent of a 12-hour jet lag. We would generally feel dizzy with impaired functioning, sleep problems, nausea and fatigue. However, if the dark conditions would continue for another 24-day period, by day 49 the cycle would be aligned again – we’re ready to sleep at night and be awake in daytime.

3. Light and the sleep/wake cycle

Normally, light comes in every day to adjust our melatonin secretion and so reset our sleep/wake clock. The circle of Figure 3 helps to show when to time our light exposure and what sort of light is best.

**Morning light** is very effective at resetting the clock. It shifts the sleep period earlier (so rotating it anti-clockwise in Figure 3), by a maximum of about an hour a day. What is morning light? It is any light that is received during the first hours after the minimum core body temperature. Morning light makes waking up easier so that we become more of a “morning person”. Light that is bright and strong in blue wavelengths is most effective for regulating our sleep/wake cycle. One study has shown that even short pulses of light can be very effective to reset our body clock.

Philips’ EnergyLight devices provide bright white or intense blue light potent in influencing the body clock and reinforcing regular sleep patterns when used at the right time. A recent study by the University of Groningen demonstrated that the goLITE blu device can support a sleep advancing protocol in home situations for extreme “evening people” who have difficulty functioning in the morning. Blue light was better than the amber light used in the control group in advancing the phase of the body clock as measured by dim-light melatonin onset time in the evening. Subjects in the blue light group were less sleepy during the day, and, unlike the subjects in the amber group, their cognitive performance did not deteriorate because of the fast advancing sleep protocol. In the follow-up period without morning light exposure, both groups tended to return to the late routine and circadian phase (amber more
than blue), indicating the importance of getting strong blue rich light early in the morning every day to stay in tune with the timing of daily obligations.

Many of us – and not just “evening people” – need to use alarm clocks to wake up in the morning and meet our daily responsibilities. As we wake up, our cortisol levels (a stress hormone) rise naturally. Cortisol helps us wake in the morning and get ready for action. Philips produces a wake-up light that simulates sunrise by gradually increasing light levels before the alarm goes off. Philips and the University of Basel collaborated on a study into the use of this light, adjusting brightness in the morning to see the effect on cortisol levels. The study showed that light exposure before the alarm goes off raises the cortisol level directly after waking compared to waking up in darkness. The study also showed that exposure to artificial morning dawn simulation light improved subjective well-being, mood, and cognitive performance even much later during the day. The activating effects of gradually increasing light prior to wake-up were not related to a shift of the clock and were already measurable at first use of the device.

Another study at the University of Groningen has shown that a wake-up light has positive impact on subjective measures of mood, energy levels upon waking, performance, and well-being. This applies to a home setting used in a home of mood, energy levels upon waking, performance, and well-being. This applies to a home setting used in a state setting used in a setting. In addition, it significantly reduces sleep inertia duration, without shifting the body clock.

Yet another study at the University of Groningen explored the effects of a wake-up light in a sleep laboratory. This has shown that reduction of subjective sleepiness after being woken up by light was accompanied by a reduction of distal skin temperature, which is associated with a more alert state. Warm hands and feet help us fall asleep quickly, while cold hands and feet signal increased alertness (so the reverse of the core body temperature, where the minimum shows deepest sleep).

Insufficient daytime light exposure can disrupt our sleep. Extra light during the daytime can raise nocturnal melatonin levels and enhance circadian amplitude, particularly for the elderly and people who receive very little light during the day.

During the daytime, again especially in the morning, it’s best to be outdoors for a time – take your child out if you can, or take your dog for a walk. Light enhances alertness at all times of the day and night. During daytime alertness is usually appreciated, but at night time it may be less desirable. This applies especially to people who hardly go outside and depend on indoor environments for their light exposure: e.g. workers and school children who spend most of their day indoors, and the elderly who can’t go outside because of physical limitations. Bright or blue rich light during the day is also known to have a positive effect on mood.

Extra light during the daytime helps people to get better sleep at night. This is yet another argument for get a better outside – particularly for older people. This also increases physical activity.

If we have lots of daytime light exposure, then our sensitivity to light is believed to be lower. A farmer who has been outside all day is less likely to have his sleep disrupted by evening or night-time light exposure than that of a school pupil who has been indoors all day (we don’t know this for sure yet, but it is a hypothesis that scientists are investigating). For some people there can be concerns about excessive light exposure. People who have a very vulnerable retina need to shield it from light as much as possible because it can harm their retina (there are also maximum sunlight recommendations to avoid an increased risk of skin cancer).

Evening light. as long as it is dim and low in blue (short wavelength) content, can help us relax and prepare for sleep. Bright evening light, though, makes us stay up later and can delay sleep – again by up to around an hour a day (so, rotating the sleep period in Figure 3 clockwise). That makes it more difficult to get up early the next morning. What is evening light? It is light that hits our retina in the hours just before the minimum core body temperature. The closer the light is to the moment we reach our minimum core body temperature, the stronger the shifting action on our body clock.

The major difference between a late and early riser is the moment when they are exposed to light. Scientists have not yet found one to be ‘better’ than the other for our bodies and our moods, as long as we don’t change them around too much. There are even indications that when exposed to only natural light (for example while camping in summer time), late risers show larger circadian advances than early risers, and most people become morning people with the end of their internal biological night occurring before wake time just after sunrise.

Avoiding bright and blue lights in the evening allows us to stay up enjoying activities without disrupting our circadian rhythm. The latest generation of LED lights is particularly useful since some can be tuned to give off different light frequencies.

For a good night’s sleep, make your bedroom sufficiently dark. Try to keep regular bedtimes. Avoid bright lights (particularly blue lights) in the last one to two hours before bedtime and instead use warm lights (strong in red and yellow). Relax for an hour or so before you go to bed and don’t use computers, mobile phones or anything that overstimulates you. Then, in the mornings, try to make sure you get enough light, and preferably bright light in the first one to two hours after waking.

If we stay up late using (for example) computers, e-readers or tablets then studies have shown that we can become more of an “evening person”. Studies on the consequences of the evening use of (for example) computers should be examined carefully for relevance, though, since many of them put people in darkness before the light or tablet exposure. That alone makes people more sensitive to light – and rarely happens in life. Apps adjusting the light from tablets (bluer/ brighter in day, redder/dimmer at night) can be useful when used in a generally dimly lit environment. They may however make less of a difference when used in well lit places, and by people that have had lots of daytime light exposure.

Light at night suppresses melatonin and makes it more difficult to get to sleep, and so harder to get up early next morning. It does this within minutes of our eyes receiving the light, and even a few minutes’ light pulse can be enough to suppress melatonin. That is true for some blind people too, who have no vision but whose melanopsin receptors (which affect melatonin secretion) work. One study gave subjects a light pulse at night, which resulted in a brief but dramatic drop in melatonin. When back in darkness, melatonin levels rose quickly – within about 30 to 90 minutes – to enable sleep again.

Because of our sensitivity to even relatively short bursts of light, night guide lights for bathroom visits should be dim (and avoid blue light), but should give out enough light to see safely without stumbling.
It is still best to use as little light as possible at night, though. At night, light disturbs our sleep patterns, and it is best not to disturb them too frequently. Police, doctors and other night workers often have irregular sleep-wake patterns. For their jobs, they often need to be alert at night, but for their health it is not good when their sleep schedules shift frequently. We’ve evolved to sleep at night and that’s what we should do. Whether we go to bed early or late is less important than keeping regular times.

The message from nature is clear: a regular sleep/wake rhythm is best for our performance and health. But within this, our bodies have evolved a kind of steering wheel, constantly adjusting the sleep/wake cycle, driven by light and melatonin. So, the timing of light exposure lets us control the sleep/wake cycle. The closer the light exposure occurs to the minimum core body temperature (C_B_T.min), the more strongly the light can shift the rhythm. Light before C_B_T.min makes us sleep later, light after C_B_T.min makes us sleep earlier. In this way, well-timed light exposure can help people with extreme evening or morning preference to regulate their sleep times (light hitting our retina at noon, far from C_B_T.min, hardly shifts our clock at all).

The amount we can shift per day is much longer than the increase or decrease in day length across the seasons (even at the equinox that is typically only a couple of minutes a day). Evolution seems to have developed this so we can shift our routines to get up early to (for example) catch fish that arrive early in the morning, or hunt nocturnal prey.

4. Night shifts, (social) jet lag and the Monday-morning blues

Almost one fifth of the workforce in Europe and North America does night shift work (mostly in health-care, industrial, transportation, communications and hospitality sectors). In principle – like regular jet lag – this is not good for health.37,38,39

The science surrounding night-shift work is still evolving and it is difficult to set hard-and-fast rules. The exact effects depend on many factors in a complex way, probably including the individual’s predisposition, lifestyle and irregularity of the sleep-wake patterns of a rotating night shift. Often, melatonin is still produced at night while the workers are on night shift (melatonin rhythms can alternatively be shifted or even abolished). Since night workers haven’t slept at night, they feel tired during the day. This is even worse when shift workers have to move their shift by eight hours every few days as happens in fast forward or backward rotating shift schedules. Eight hours is far too much to shift our internal sleep/wake clock (i.e., our melatonin secretion period) within a day – light can only shift our body clock by about one hour a day or two hours in two days, and so on.

Jet lag has similar consequences to night shift work, and here again our body cannot cope with the large disruptions to our sleep/wake cycle.

So, how do we recover from jet lag? We want to reset the body clock, which means receiving light at the right time. Putting on sunglasses and sitting quietly in the day during the recovery period can help. Here too it’s a complicated situation, though, and minimizing adjustment times needs light and dark exposures to be well timed. Light at the wrong time can make things worse. It all depends on when our minimum core body temperature occurs, (as explained in the discussion of morning and evening light in section 3), and that can differ by several hours from person to person. Taking melatonin (which in some countries needs a prescription) can help to shift the sleep-wake cycle more rapidly, but we can still only shift our body clock by a limited number of hours/day.

We are meant to live regularly, and not swing our sleep patterns around. In evolution, there were no airplanes and few night shifts. We have evolved to sleep at night and that’s what we should do. Whether we go to bed early or late is less important than keeping regular times.

The message from nature is clear: a regular sleep/wake rhythm is best for our performance and health. But within this, our bodies have evolved a kind of steering wheel, constantly adjusting the sleep/wake cycle, driven by light and melatonin. So, the timing of light exposure lets us control the sleep/wake cycle. The closer the light exposure occurs to the minimum core body temperature (C_B_T.min), the more strongly the light can shift the rhythm. Light before C_B_T.min makes us sleep later, light after C_B_T.min makes us sleep earlier. In this way, well-timed light exposure can help people with extreme evening or morning preference to regulate their sleep times (light hitting our retina at noon, far from C_B_T.min, hardly shifts our clock at all).

The amount we can shift per day is much longer than the increase or decrease in day length across the seasons (even at the equinox that is typically only a couple of minutes a day). Evolution seems to have developed this so we can shift our routines to get up early to (for example) catch fish that arrive early in the morning, or hunt nocturnal prey.
People suffering from jet lag, night shift workers, teenagers and the elderly can all have issues with their circadian rhythm. By the age of 20 we are the most evening oriented ever in our lives\textsuperscript{44}. We become more of a morning person as we get older (although we don’t know whether this is inbuilt, or whether we just tend to go out less late, or less frequently, in the evening as we get older).

People in intensive care units (ICUs) can have very low circadian amplitude and scientists are exploring whether this plays a role in the development of delirium\textsuperscript{45}. Delirium is a major cause of death in ICUs. It also extends the time people need to stay in the ICU, and increases the cost of health care tremendously. Anesthesia may also disturb circadian rhythms – operations seem able to induce circadian delays\textsuperscript{46} – these disturbances, like jet-lag, can have a negative influence on recovery.

In ICUs and neonatal ICUs, lights are often on 24 hours a day. One very interesting and important study in a Mexican neonatal unit reduced the length of stay of babies by 30% – simply through decreasing the light at night by shading the infants’ eyes. This very easy, low-tech solution had an amazing effect, allowing children to go home 15 to 20 days earlier\textsuperscript{47}.

There are many indications that sleep and circadian rhythms are critical to wellbeing and health but also to our proper functioning\textsuperscript{48}. The severity of psychiatric symptoms is often associated with circadian rhythm disturbances\textsuperscript{49,50} – again we don’t know which comes first: do mental issues arise before the sleep disturbances, or do sleep issues arise first?

Because of our sensitivity to light, creating sufficient darkness at night is one of the easiest and most important things we can do throughout our lives. We not only need good light during daytime, we need an absence of disturbing light at night.

We do however know that they influence each other. A group of leading scientists has summarized the impact of sleep and circadian rhythm disturbances on our emotional and physical responses\textsuperscript{49}. Effects include increased depression, psychosis, risk taking and stimulant intake; impaired cognitive responses, cognitive performance, memory, communication and decision making; lower creativity/productivity and worse motor performance. We can also get somatic responses, increased drowsiness, feel pain more strongly, run increased risk of cancer and metabolic syndrome (a combination of diabetes, high blood pressure and obesity), and compromised immune function.

6. Different applications, different types of light

Our response to light depends on several factors: the internal time of our biological clock, the light spectrum, intensity, preceding light exposure (we respond more if coming from darkness or dim light), but also our preceding sleep behavior. There are lessons in all this for lighting at home, and in offices, schools and hospitals.

During the day, blue-rich light is good for us. A joint study of office lighting in 2008 by Philips ActiViva lights (17000K), which are white lights that are very rich in blue, biologically efficient wavelengths. The study used normal office lighting levels (about 370 lux illuminance). People rated their alertness and performance as being higher with ActiViva, they were much more able to regulate and dim their light exposure, and reported improved sleep quality. All these parameters showed significant improvements, around 10 to 20% better than the control condition with standard white lighting (4000K)\textsuperscript{50}. This clearly shows that enhancing daytime light exposure can help us to get better sleep at night. The study was done in winter in the UK, so there was very little daytime light exposure outdoors (it may well be that these effects are very much reduced in summertime, when lack of daylight is less frequent).

When companies design new offices, they pay a lot of attention to factors like air conditioning, infrastructure and ICT, but they rarely consider light at all. Doing so could, however, bring real benefits for sleep, health and well-being, thus improving productivity and creativity. Adaptations of office lighting norms and codes are being discussed thus incorporating recent insights\textsuperscript{51,52}.

Light’s effect on alertness also has important implications for schools and other educational settings. Philips has developed a SchoolVision lighting system that varies the light intensity and spectrum depending on specific requirements of the school day. This can improve concentration and the speed of completing specific tasks. It can also decrease the number of errors made in tests of attention\textsuperscript{53,54}.

Light also influences all kinds of clinical outcomes. Many papers show the benefits, which include improved sleep\textsuperscript{55}, faster recovery times\textsuperscript{56}, improved sleep and weight gain for preterm infants\textsuperscript{57}, reduced incidence of delirium\textsuperscript{58}, and reduced stress and pain medication usage\textsuperscript{59}.

These and other scientific papers have inspired Philips to develop a hospital lighting system which increases light exposure during parts of the day. A study of hospital patients\textsuperscript{60} using this system took place using intervention rooms with much brighter light during the day and lower night-time light (Figure 4). The lights in the intervention room were also designed to create a pleasant controllable atmosphere by means of colored accent lighting. Intervention room patients were much more able to regulate and dim their light exposure at night time, and also to adjust the atmosphere to help them feel more at home.
Like conventional hospital rooms, both the control and intervention rooms had a window. Even without sunblinds, though, the amount of daylight reaching the beds was relatively low – in this study it gave an illuminance of 300 lux. Reading lights were dimmable in the intervention rooms but not in the control rooms. At night the electrical light in the intervention room was restricted to an illuminance of 50 lux, when activated (100 lux in the control rooms).

Room assignments were made according to routine hospital procedures, and conducted by staff that acted fully independently and had no relation to the study. We found significantly higher satisfaction in the intervention rooms among both patients and staff. The patients in the control rooms reported greater alertness. It has been installed at Karolinska, Sweden’s largest university hospital, where it was studied by the Stress Research Institute at Stockholm University. Individual patients in the study reported a more comfortable atmosphere and some staff reported greater alertness.

Light is of course not the only factor in producing a comfortable atmosphere. Noisy environments like open-plan spaces can be distracting. Philips has developed a Soundlight Comfort Ceiling that mimics the rhythm of daylight while absorbing sound for better acoustics. It has been installed at Karolinska, Sweden’s largest university hospital, where it was studied by the Stress Research Institute at Stockholm University. Individual patients in the study reported a more comfortable atmosphere and some staff reported greater alertness.

At home, we should take care to have the proper quality of light in the evening and at night. This was clearly demonstrated by one study, in which people were exposed to different kinds of light to test which evening light is least disruptive to sleep. Darkness had least effect, then yellow light and normal room light. Blue enriched white light (very rich in short wavelengths) had more effect, with bright blue enriched light being most disturbing of all. So, minimizing the disruption of sleep and circadian rhythms by late evening (or nocturnal) light means reducing both the amount and the blue-content of the light exposure.

Avoid children’s night lights with high blue light content. Preferably also reduce the nocturnal light intensity as much as possible.

We need greater awareness of the influence of light on our bodies and behavior. Society today largely neglects the regulation of our body clock, and its circadian rhythmicity, by light in our living environment. Yet, the body clock affects general health and well-being, mental healthcare, metabolic syndrome and other conditions. By regulating the circadian rhythmicity of our body clock, light influences all kinds of health risks and can reduce or even prevent health and sleep disturbances.

These findings need to be applied in all kinds of settings – particularly schools, offices, homes and healthcare establishments. Applying the discoveries should be done with care, since the wrong light recipe can actually make things worse, especially in the evening and at night. The exact recommendations on how much light we need and when are still not fully ready. There is, though, an understanding in the scientific world that we need light to regulate and stabilize our rhythms and that daytime exposure to relatively bright and blue rich light is beneficial – especially after waking up in the morning.

Our circadian cycle has developed over more than a million years to help us survive (Figure 5). Daytime light enhances the strength of the circadian cycle. Evening light pushes the sleep/wake rhythm later, while morning light makes the rhythm earlier (see Figure 3). Nocturnal light compromises sleep and so needs considerable care. Our typical indoor environments often result in irregular and low amplitude light/dark cycles and allow us little control. Healthy and stable sleep–wake rhythms are however essential to health, and that needs a strong and regular light/dark cycle (so high intensity during the daytime and very little or no nocturnal light). You can track and explore the stability of your sleep/wake cycle for a week using a sleep diary® like the one shown in Figure 6.

We should be designing lighting systems with more light in the daytime – especially in the mornings – and be very careful with light at night. It is therefore not only about having more light but also about better quality of light: better spectral composition, spatial distribution (whether diffuse or concentrated, etc.), better dynamics and timing.
All this requires greater control and brighter light systems – however full brightness is only needed for part of the day, preferably during the early morning hours after we wake up. Lighting systems with controllable, enhanced daytime light can bring major benefits. Of course we must consider ocular safety and the new lighting systems all comply with laws and regulations. There are energy efficiency and vision aspects of light, too. We need to start balancing energy efficiency (less light) against enhanced daytime brightness for better health.

Thorough research is a slow process. Field studies require a tremendous amount of time and money. It can even take as much as a decade from study definition to the actual publication of the study findings. However, indoor spaces affect a huge part of the population and the return on investment can be high – many benefits can already be realized by improvements in intelligent and connected lighting systems that need not be complicated. Results can occasionally be spectacular: the Mexican study mentioned in this paper for example brought huge benefits from simply giving newborn infants an eye mask to put on at night.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>02.00</td>
<td>Deepest Sleep, Serum Growth Hormone greatest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.00</td>
<td>Lowest Body temperature, Asthma Attacks crises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.00</td>
<td>Plasma Insulin lowest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.45</td>
<td>Sharp rise in Blood Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.00</td>
<td>Symptoms of Allergic Rhinitis worst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.30</td>
<td>Melatonin Secretion stops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.00</td>
<td>Rheumatoid Arthritis Symptoms peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09.00</td>
<td>Highest incidence of Stroke, Myocardial and Cerebral Infarction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Figure 5:</strong> Our body has evolved to behave in a certain way. Many events in physiology and health display a circadian rhythmicity and can be plotted in a typical circadian cycle. The figure gives an example of this.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6:** Sleep diary after Carney et al., 2013 with extra daylight question. Fill it out every day, preferably as soon as possible after getting out of bed in the morning (at this time your entries will be most accurate and valuable). Don’t worry about giving exact times, just give your best estimate. This diary can also help you to discover patterns in your sleep on work and free days.

### Consensus Sleep Diary-Core

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>ID/Name:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Today’s date</td>
<td>4/5/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. What time did you get into bed?</td>
<td>10:35p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. What time did you go to sleep?</td>
<td>11:30p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How long did it take you fall asleep?</td>
<td>55 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. How many times did you wake up, not counting your final awakening?</td>
<td>3 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. In total, how long did these awakenings last?</td>
<td>1 hour 10 min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. What time was your final awakening?</td>
<td>6:35 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. What time did you get out of bed for the day?</td>
<td>7:20 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. How would you rate the quality of your sleep?</td>
<td>&quot;Very poor&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. How much time in total have you been outside in daylight prior to your bedtime?</td>
<td>1 hour 20 min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Comments (if applicable)</td>
<td>I have a cold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6:** Sleep diary after Carney et al., 2013 with extra daylight question. Fill it out every day, preferably as soon as possible after getting out of bed in the morning (at this time your entries will be most accurate and valuable). Don’t worry about giving exact times, just give your best estimate. This diary can also help you to discover patterns in your sleep on work and free days.
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